Polypeptide changes associated with loss of proliferative potential during the terminal event in differentiation.
The differentiation of murine mesenchymal stem cells occurs in nonterminal and terminal phases. In previous reports we established the characteristics of nonterminally differentiated cells and showed that transition from the nonterminal to the terminal state of differentiation can be induced by human plasma. We also showed that this transition is blocked by protein synthesis inhibitors and other pharmacological agents. In this paper, we have employed two-dimensional gel electrophoresis to evaluate changes in specific polypeptides that are induced when cells lose proliferative capacity associated with the terminal event in differentiation. Using silver staining procedures for analysis of electrophoretograms, we detected only seven major polypeptide differences between nonterminally differentiated and terminally differentiated cells. Six polypeptides were expressed only in preparations of terminally differentiated cells; these included two polypeptides identified in cytosolic fractions and four polypeptides identified in nuclear fractions. One polypeptide was also found to be selectively expressed only in nuclear fractions of nonterminally differentiated cells. Based on these observations we conclude that the loss of proliferative potential that occurs during the terminal event in mesenchymal stem cell differentiation is associated with changes in the composition of a limited number of specific polypeptides. We suggest that one or more of these polypeptides may be important in the regulation of cellular proliferation.